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Research Payments System
(Rypaysystem)
The First and Main System for Research Payments in Universities
Abstract
The Universities needs a standard system that can be used in Research Payments, so the
initial idea of designing a Research Payments System (Rypaysystem) was raised, and it is
hoped that research centers and universities around the world can use this system for their
Research Payments. The main goals of Rypaysystem is Presentation a Research Payments System
internationally, Standardization of Research Payments and Integration of Research Payments.

$RECOIN is the First and Main Token to be created in the field of Research Payments
System in Universities and is known as the Digital Asset of Repaysystem. To promote Research
Activities and Programs, Repaysystem has introduced this token on the Binance Smart Chain
Blockchain Platform. $RECOIN is a Research-Centered and Community-Centered Token and is a type
of Bep 20 Token and is a token for Research Services Payment. This token was supply on June 2021
and in the number of 1 Quintillion. Demand for the use of Research, as well as the role that research
plays in the development, this makes $RECOIN Token valuable, because it serves both as a

Digital Currencies and as a Distributed Role to develop and support of Research. We want to
ensure that our Users and Researchers increase $RECOIN credibility.
Keywords: Research, Payment, Services, System, $RECOIN
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1. Introduction
Research is one of the basic pillars of development and growth of a society. A developing
society needs institutions that carry the culture of research in their paths. The relationship
between sustainable development and the scientific and research structures of society has a close
relationship through which valuable findings and theories can be used for national goals. The
culture of research carries with it a kind of foresight. Recognition of scientific and research
capacities can be effective in spreading and strengthening the culture of research. On the other
hand, education and research will play an effective role in improving the performance of
economic enterprises and increasing their income generation, and the government should use
other strategies such as granting concessions and supporting enterprises that invest in research to
other economic enterprises. Also encourage this important issue.

2. Problem Design (Initial idea)
Developed countries have an organic research system that shows a kind of continuous link
between economic, social and cultural policies with research policies. In contrast, developing
countries have a mosaic research system. And we see in these countries the lack of organic
connection of these elements in the heart of the research system. In the development strategy of
any society, the research and development strategy lies at its heart. If countries want to achieve
economic and social development, it must properly understand the relationship between research
systems and the socio-economic system and balance the process of comprehensive development
of its society with careful and necessary planning.
Looking at research from three perspectives is important and has a special place:
Economic importance of research: According to experts, for every monetary unit invested in
research, the equivalent of 30 units of profit is obtained, which can significantly contribute to the
economies of countries and their GDP. The role of research in the national security of countries:
The development and application of intelligent technologies in defense of the security and
independence of countries is possible through research and development.
The role of research from a cultural perspective: Research is one of the growing and
transcendent cultural origins and has an effective role in raising the culture of a society.
The issues that academic systems face in the field of research are related to their research
services. Payment of consulting fees for research proposals, master's theses, doctoral
dissertations, research projects, payment of consulting fees for designing questionnaires and
research interviews, payment of consulting fees for statistical analysis, payment of consulting
fees for writing research reports and articles, Payment of consulting fee Submission of oral
research report in seminars and conferences, Payment of consulting fee for book printing and...
International research payments with PayPal are possible but limited. Accordingly,
universities need a standard system that can be used in research payments, so the initial idea of
designing a Research Payments System (Repaysystem) was raised, and it is hoped that
research centers and universities around the world can use this system for their research
payments.

3. Goals of Repaysystem
-

Presentation a Research Payments System internationally.
Standardization of Research Payments
Integration of Research Payments
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4. Definition of Concepts of Repaysystem
Research
Research is a smart, conscious, creative, and organized process to find, retell, and review
phenomena, events, behaviors, and ideas. Research is a coherent and systematic effort to develop
existing knowledge about the issues we are dealing with. In the field of crypto currency research
is an attempt to find the best possible solutions to solve problems in their various fields. This
research can be a coherent activity to achieve a clearer understanding of the concepts of Crypto
Currencies.
Research Payments
The fee for conducting research services (publishing articles in research journals, lecturing at
conferences, the fee to guide and advise on research projects and dissertations, membership in
scientific databases, participation in scientific conferences, etc.) Academic and organizational
researchers are awarded research fees.

5. Problem-Solving Strategies and Technical Solutions
Table 1 lists the research issues and problems in the field of Research Payments System
with technical solutions and strategies for solving these problems.
Table 1: Problem-Solving Strategies and Technical Solutions
Research Issues and Problems
Problem-Solving
Strategies and Technical
Solutions
Payment for research grants to research
Payment a subscription fee to subscribe to sites and download websites
Payment to buy books from international fairs and book buying websites
Payment for the annual subscription fee for scientific journals
Payment of consulting fees for supervisors and consultants
Payment for patents and innovations
Payment for writing research proposals
Payment for writing master's theses
Payment for writing doctoral dissertations
Payment for writing and implementing research projects of organizations
Payment for participation in conferences, seminars and seminars
Payment for the implementation of research projects
Remuneration of supervisors, consultants, dissertation reviewers and dissertations
Research Payments
Payment for judging magazines and publications
System
Payment for refereeing fees at conferences
(Repaysystem)
Payment for the designs of innovators and innovators
Payment the fee for writing and printing books
Payment of valuable discoveries, inventions and works of art
Payment of editorial fees, membership in the editorial board of publications,
boards of the scientific association,
Pay prizes for participating in festivals
Payment for designing research questionnaires
Pay to buy statistical analysis software
Payment for statistical analysis of projects
Payment for writing research reports
Payment for writing scientific articles
Payment for a patent
Payment for training related to research and ...
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6. $RECOIN
1-6- Definition and Nature of $RECOIN
To promote Research Activities and Programs in Universities, Research
Payments System has introduced a token on the Binance Smart Chain called
$RECOIN. $RECOIN is a Research-Centered and Community-Centered
Token and is a token for Research Services Payment. This token was supply on June 2021 and
in the number Of 1 Quintillion. $RECOIN is the first Token to be created in the field Research
and is known as the Digital Asset of Research Payments System.
This token is a Utility Token and represents the assets of the Research Payments System
and has a Currency Value Therefore, it can be considered a Currency Token This token is used
as a method to pay and store value and is needed for Researchers, Students, Research Institutes,
Universities, Technology Companies, Investors, etc. To access Research Services
This token can also be considered a type of Valuable Token. In addition to the fact that it
can be used to purchase Research Services, it can also be expected to return on investment and
profit by maintaining it and buying and selling it. Therefore, this token is known as a smart
investment contract and has the potential to earn a profit and income. This token can be
considered as an Asset Token and is known as a digital asset of Research Payments System.
This token can be used to encourage researchers to carry out research activities, so it can be
considered a Reward Token.
Finally, the this token is a type of investment contract with passive income potential and can
be used in various forms (earning profit by holding tokens, Staking, Investing or performing
Mining operations, etc.) to make a profit. Therefore, it can be considered a Dividend Token.
Demand for the use of Research, as well as the role that research plays in the development,
this makes $RECOIN Token valuable, because it serves both as a Digital Currencies and as a
Distributed Role to develop and support of Research. We want to ensure that our Users and
Researchers increase $RECOIN credibility.

2-6- Reasons for Making $RECOIN
The first and most important reason for making this token is the lack of dedicated tokens for
Research Payments. Some of the reasons for making this token are:
- To pay and store value: This token is needed for Researchers, Students, Research
Institutes, Universities, Technology Companies, Investors, etc. To access Research Services
about crypto currency.
- To earn a profit and income by holding tokens, Staking, Investing or performing Mining
operations, etc.
- To encourage researchers to carry out research activities.

- A Token for Research Payments
- A Token for Research Services

3-6- Reasons for making $RECOIN in Binance Smart Chain Network and
its benefits
The Binance Smart Chain Network and product ecosystem enable development of highperformance Blockchain projects. An array of original features and protocols is designed to
support speed, privacy, usability, and liquidity needs all in one platform.
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Binance Smart Chain network is keen on building a decentralized consensus mechanism. The
network structure, user assets, and intrinsic value will become more reliable with a higher degree
of decentralization. Even so, Binance Smart Chain Network's consensus mechanism is much
more energy-efficient compared with the Proof of Work mode.
Binance Smart Chain Network adopts a design with low calculation cost, making it easier for
different apps on Repaysystem to expand its user base and be commercially competitive.

4-6- Current Applications of $RECOIN
- Payment for research grants to research institutes and companies and knowledge base,
professors, students and academics
- Payment a subscription fee to subscribe to sites and download websites
- Payment to buy books from international fairs and book buying websites
- Payment for the annual subscription fee for scientific journals
- Payment of consulting fees for supervisors and consultants
- Payment for patents and innovations
- Payment for writing research proposals, theses, dissertations and research reports
- Payment for writing and implementing research projects of organizations
- Payment for participation in conferences and seminars
- Payment for the implementation of research projects
- Remuneration of supervisors, consultants, dissertation reviewers and dissertations
- Payment for judging magazines and publications
- Payment for refereeing fees at conferences
- Payment for the designs of innovators and innovators
- Payment the fee for writing and printing books
- Payment of valuable discoveries, inventions and works of art
- Payment of editorial fees, membership in the editorial board of publications, boards of
the scientific association,
- Pay prizes for participating in festivals
- Payment for designing research questionnaires
- Pay to buy statistical analysis software
- Payment for statistical analysis of projects
- Payment for writing scientific articles
- Payment for training related to research and ...
5-6- $RECOIN Smart Contract
Type: Bep 20
Contract: 0x933bb8d5847de083efd919e1422776463185416f
Name: Research Coin
Symbol: $RECOIN
Creator: 0x5bb9a9c2d3741b69bfcda14962275e821a0ede04
Decimals: 2
Total Offer: 1 Quintillion
Maximum delivery: 1 Quintillion
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6-6- The Basis of Calculating the Number of $RECOIN
This token is the first token of Research Payments made in Binance Smart Chain, so the basis
for calculating the number of $RECOIN is the total number of main tokens in the Binance Smart
Chain.
Given that Research is the focus of Development, so this number will allow you to have
enough tokens to use of Research Services, Negotiate on trading platforms, provide liquidity and
scale for future Research growth.
7-6- Distribution, Allocation and Supply of $RECOIN
When we design Research Payments System, we wanted the $RECOIN token, it would
have as a nominal representation 1 $RECOIN = 2.142857142857143e-12 BNB. With this in
mind, a number of 1 Quintillion $RECOIN was generated. This number allows Researchers,
Academic and Investors to receive sufficient tokens to pay for research services and conduct
research activities, as well as to provide the necessary liquidity for Research and Development.
Table 3: Distribution and Allocation and Supply of $RECOIN
Set
Percentage
Period Time
Airdrop, Pre- Sale, Liquidity
%1
2021-2023
Donate to Universities
%5
2021-2023
Helping to Academia’s
%4
2021-2023
Helping to Innovation and Invention about
%5
2021-2023
Research Payments System
Repaysystem Costs
%20
2021-2023
Managers and Investors
%20
2021-2023
General Supply in Exchange
%25
2021-2023
Burn and Donate to Binance Smart Chain
%20
2021-2023
Total
1 Quintillion
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8-6- The Basis of $RECOIN Pricing
There is no set rule for how Digital Currencies are priced. In fact, no individual, company,
institution or organization is responsible for determining the price of Digital Currencies. It is
only market conditions and the buying and selling rates and transactions of Digital Currencies
that determine their daily prices.
Although there is no set rule for Digital Currencies pricing, there are two rules for
$RECOIN Token pricing. In the discussion of Digital Currencies, intrinsic value is based on its
true values, which include all the tangible and intangible aspects of a currency. This includes
factors such as market demand for a product or service, the ability of the executive team to
accomplish the project, the belief of project developers, and the implementation of quality code
and evaluation of the amount of financial support provided through partnerships and investment
mechanisms for project success.
Many Digital Currencies, especially ICOs, are just an idea, and until that idea becomes a
reality, it is very subjective to assess its intrinsic value. It will be impossible to calculate the
intrinsic value without evaluating the factors mentioned.
However, a $RECOIN Token may be very cheap at the beginning of pricing, and we have
only set it at a few cents.
$RECOIN Pricing Basis: Due to the fact that this token was created in the Binance Smart
Chain, so it’s pricing has been calculated according to the tokens of Binance Smart Chain
Network.
The target price of $RECOIN Token is determine by the buyers and sellers of the
$RECOIN Token, but we hope that the price of the token will reach .00005 $BUSD and Higher
by the end of the project.

9-6- Effective Fundamental Factors in raising Prices
Fundamental Analysis has no general framework. Fundamental Factors Effective in raising
Prices in $RECOIN Token is:
1- Transaction Volume: One of the Fundamental Factors Effective in raising Prices in
$RECOIN Token is its Trading Volume. The higher the Volume, the more famous and popular
the token has become. In principle, the Volume of Transactions indicates the amount of
$RECOIN Token sales in exchange offices. Transaction Volume means the amount of
$RECOIN Token traded per unit time.
2- Market Value: Another very important item in $RECOIN fundamental analysis is the
Market Value, which is expressed in $BNB or $USD or $BUSD or $ETH. Due to the fact that
$RECOIN Token are made for Research Payments, and since Research is a broad category, its
number is considered relatively large to have more users. To calculate the market value of a
token, the product of the token's current price multiplied by its current inventory is used.
3- Application: In digital currencies, it is necessary to pay attention to what the purpose of
creating currencies was. Also, what is the use of that currency? You need to pay attention to this,
especially when you want to keep the share. The most important use of the $RECOIN is for
Research Payments. Given the breadth of research activities worldwide and the standardization
of research methodologies, that $RECOIN Token can be the basis for Research Payments
worldwide.
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4- Partner of universities and researchers in using of Research Payments System: This
factor can play an effective role in increasing token price. Whenever universities partner with the
Research Payments System, it can be an incentive for buyers to raise prices.
5-Realization and Completion of Repaysystem programs: Printing Books, Articles,
Projects, Thesis and Dissertation related to Research Payments System, Credit Cards (Gifts and
Research Payments), Conferences and Seminars.
6- Establish a Research Methodology Academy: Establishment of an international
Research Methodology Academy can be a key factor in advancing the Repaysystem project and
increasing token prices.
7- Publication of Scientific Journals about Research Methodology: Establishment and
publication of scientific journals with international research rank in the field of Research
Methodology can be an important fundamental factor in advancing the quality of the
Repaysystem project and increasing token prices and Repaysystem project is expected to be
able to establish and publish at least two journals.
8- Creation of Application Software, Wallet for Research Tokens, Decentralized
Exchange for Research Tokens: Creating application software related to activities of
Repaysystem project, creating a Wallet that can hold only the main tokens of BSC Network
(Bep 2, Bep 20) and also creating a Decentralized Exchange(DEX) where only the main tokens
of BSC Network with all the related tokens can be Innovative projects are complementary to the
project and it can be an important fundamental factor for the development of the Repaysystem
project and increasing token price.

10-6-$RECOIN Target Market
$REC Token Sponsors and Users, is consisting of:
- Researchers
- Universities
- Master's and Doctoral Students
- University Professors
- Research Institutes and Companies
- Knowledge-Based and Technology Companies
- Traders and Investors in Digital Currencies.

11-6-$RECOIN Wallets
The most important wallets that support $RECOIN is:
Trust Wallet

1

2
Math Wallet

3
5
10 | P a g e

Via Wallet

Token Pocket Wallet

4
Atomic Wallet
(Coming Soon)

12-6- Planning to listing $RECOIN in Credible Exchanges
According to the announced schedule, $RECOIN token is being listed in the following
exchanges:
Pancakeswap
Biswap

1

2
HOTBIT

3

Coin Tiger

4
Coinex

5

BINANCE

6

13-6- $RECOIN Financial Programs
Repaysystem has a variety of financial programs for this token, including:
1-Airdrop Program: Airdrop token will be presented in 3 rounds until the end of 2022.
2-Pre-Sale Program: After Airdrop tokens, the network intends to hand over 10 Quadrillion
tokens at a price: 1 $RECOIN = .0000000006 USD= 2.142857142857143e-12 BNB through
pre-sale to graduate students, researchers and investors. Due to the fact that the token has not
been listed in any of the exchange offices yet, so a request form for purchasing the token has
been placed on the network website and the applicants will receive their tokens after sending the
required amount of token and the equivalent amount of BNB.
3- Initial Offering Program: After the pre-sale of tokens, the network intends to offer 10
Quadrillion tokens at the price of 1 $RECOIN = .0000000006 USD= 2.142857142857143e-12
BNB and through Pancake Swap the initial offer, while the amount of 10 BNB of liquidity will
be allocated for the number of tokens.
4- Public Offering in Exchanges: After the initial public offering, the Repaysystem intends
to offer the token in public at Exchanges so that buyers and sellers can trade the token.
5- Lottery Program: In this program, a number of Gift Credit Cards will be donated to
Researchers, Universities and Investors through Lotteries.
7. How to use the Funds?
Given that the main purpose of the Repaysystem is Design a system for research payments.
So how to use the funds (token sales) is as follows:
- Donate to Universities for doing Research.
- Helping to Researchers for doing Research.
- Helping to Innovation and Invention in Repaysystem.
- Repaysystem costs: Expenses related to printing Books, Articles, Project, Thesis and
Dissertation related to Research, Credit Cards (Gifts and Research Payments), Smart Contracts,
Conferences and Seminars, Application Software, Wallet.
- Establish a Research Methodology Academy
- Publication of Scientific Journals about Research Methodology.
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8. Future Programs
-

Establishment of Repaysystem Academy
Establishment of Repaysystem Researchers Network
Publication of Journal of Research Methodology
Establishment of RPSwap
Designing of Research Credit Carts
Creation of Rese Wallet
Making a special Pose Machine for Research Payment Tokens
Establishment of Repaysystem Exchange
Establishment of ReseDex

9. Privacy Policy
Your privacy is important to us. It is Repaysystem policy to respect your privacy
regarding any information we may collect while operating our website. Accordingly, we have
developed this privacy policy in order for you to understand how we collect, use, communicate,
disclose and otherwise make use of personal information. Terms used in this Privacy Policy have
the same meanings as in our Terms and Conditions. We have outlined our privacy policy below.
- We will collect personal information by lawful and fair means and, where appropriate,
with the knowledge or consent of the individual concerned.
- Before or at the time of collecting personal information, we will identify the purposes for
which information is being collected.
- We will collect and use personal information solely for fulfilling those purposes specified
by us and for other ancillary purposes, unless we obtain the consent of the individual concerned
or as required by law.
- Personal data should be relevant to the purposes for which it is to be used, and, to the
extent necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, complete, and up-to-date.
- We will protect personal information by using reasonable security safeguards against loss
or theft, as well as unauthorized access, disclosure, copying, use or modification
- We will make readily available to customers information about our policies and practices
relating to the management of personal information.
- We will only retain personal information for as long as necessary for the fulfillment of
those purposes.
We are committed to conducting our business in accordance with these principles in order to
ensure that the confidentiality of personal information is protected and maintained. Repaysystem
may change this privacy policy from time to time at Repaysystem sole discretion. By using this
website you are agreeing to be bound by the then current version of these terms of service.

10.Disclaimer
We work hard to keep all the data on https://recoins.io/ up to date and accurate, but please
take notice of this disclaimer.
The materials Repaysystem website is provided on an 'as is' basis. Repaysystem makes no
warranties, expressed or implied, and hereby disclaims and negates all other warranties
including, without limitation, implied warranties or conditions of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement of intellectual property or other violation of rights.
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11.Warning and Notification
- Creating tokens on the TRON Network is not a difficult task, so there is a risk of fraud
and selling worthless tokens to you.
- The Digital Currency Market is so large that there is room for all currencies and tokens.
Instead of replacing currency, our token is trying to find its true place, and that is because of the
role that research plays in the development and advancement of digital currencies.
- Our token will definitely reach .00005 $BUSD. $RECOIN Token is only made for
researchers to invest in, if you do not have a good understanding of Scientific Research, do not
invest in it. $RECOIN Token is made for Researchers' Research Payments. If you do not believe
in research and its role in development and progress, drop $RECOIN.
- If you think you can make money overnight with $RECOIN, you are sorely mistaken.
With all this, we want to be one of the best in the digital currency market. We intend to
establish the largest research network in digital currencies.

12.Development Team
Repaysystem Team is an integral and important part of our project. Most of the development
team consists of research consultants, university professors, programming technical consultants
and financial advisors, and according to the resume, the team members have joined our project.
We plan to explain in the future about the expertise of our team members and how they affect
our project. Also make the email of consultants available to communicate with other researchers,
because they are important to our project and the project will work with these people.
Table 5: Development Team (Scientific Team)

Dr. M. P
- Chief Executive Officer
- PHD in Entrepreneurship
-www.linkedin.com/in/hmoradip

Dr. O. V
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Management
- ovanmid@gmail.com

Dr. K. S
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Research Methods
- keysallehi@gmail.com

Dr. A. J. F
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Programming
- abdojafarian@gmail.com

Dr. P.J
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Research Methodology
- parjafarian@gmail.com

Dr. A.T.P
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Research Methodology
- atghiporzahir@gmail.com

Dr. K. D
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Sociology
- kadordoran@gmail.com

Dr. M. T.B
- Research Consultant
- PHD in Psychology
- motortoran@gmail.com
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Table 6: Development Team (Technical Team)

Engineer. A.S
- Blockchain Programmer

Engineer. I. F
- Chief Technology Officer

Engineer.SH.K
- Advertise Manager

Engineer. O.R
- Financial Markets Analyst

13.Partners
Table 7: Technical Partners

Crypto
Supporters Club
(CRYSUP)
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Network of
Research in
Tron
(NSTRON)

Trading
Intelligence
System
(TRICOIN)

Crypto
Research
(CRES)

Artarax

Webzi

Airdrop
Inspector

14.Roadmap
2020 March- April
✓Initial idea of designing a Research
Payments System (Repaysystem)
✓Business Plan Writing
✓creating of Social Network: Gmail / Telegram
(Group, Channel) / Facebook / Twitter /
Instagram / Medium/ Reddit/ (Complete)/
Website (In progress)
✓ Business Plan

2021 August

2021 June
✓Creating of $RECOIN and Record in
Binance Smart Chain
✓ White Paper Writing

2021 July

✓Helping to Universities

✓Build an Airdrop Bot

✓Liquidity Lock on BiSwap

✓ Pre-Sale Schedule

✓Listing in Exchange

✓ Airdrop Schedule

✓ Liquidity Lock on Pancake Swap
✓Helping to Researchers (Research Grant)

2021 September

2021 October

✓Helping to Researchers

✓Helping to Researchers

✓Helping to Universities

✓Helping to Universities
✓Listing on Atomic Wallet

2021 December

2021 November

✓Publishing a Scientific Journal
about Research Methodology

✓Creation of an Application about
Research Payment Systems
✓Add $RECOIN Referral Program
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2022 January - February
✓Establishment
of
Research
Methodology Academy
✓Helping to Innovation and Invention
in Repaysystem
✓Airdrop Schedule

2022 May- June
✓Helping to Researchers
✓Helping to Universities

2022 March
✓Helping to Researchers
✓Helping to Universities
✓Helping to Innovation and Invention
in Repaysystem
✓Designing of Credit Cards

2022 April
✓Helping to Innovation and Invention
in Repaysystem
✓Establishment of RPSwap

✓Creation a Wallet

2022 July-August
✓Helping to Researchers
✓Helping to Universities

2022 September-October
✓Making a special Pose machine for
Research Payment Token

✓Helping to Innovation and Invention in
Repaysystem
✓Establishment a Exchange

2022 November- December
✓Establishment a Dex
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15.Conclusion
Research is the Basis of the Development. Societies needs to Research for develop their
programs. The main goals of Repaysystem is Presentation a Research Payments System
internationally, Standardization of Research Payments and Integration of Research Payments.
Research Payments System (Repaysystem) has introduced a token on the Binance Smart Chain
Network platform called $RECOIN.
$RECOIN is Digital Asset of Research Payments System (Repaysystem). $RECOIN is a
Community-Centered and Research -Centered Token, This token is a Utility, Currency,
Valuable, Asset, Reward and Dividend Token.
When we design Research Payments System (Repaysystem), we wanted the $RECOIN, it
would have as a nominal representation 1 $RECOIN = 2.142857142857143e-12 BNB. With this
in mind, number of $RECOIN was generated. Trust Wallet, Token Pocket Wallet and Via
Wallet is the most important wallets that can hold $RECOIN.
Research Payments System (Repaysystem) has a variety of financial programs for this
token, including: Airdrop, Pre-Sale, Initial Offering, and Public Offering in Exchanges.
Repaysystem Future Programs are: Establishment of RPSwap, Designing of Credit Carts,
Creation of Wallet, Making a special Pose Machine for Research Payment Token,
Establishment of Exchange, Establishment of Dex.
We hope that the token can be used in the following cases: Payment of research grants to
research institutes and companies and knowledge-based, Payment of sites and websites
subscription to download articles, Researchers' fees, Payment for writing research proposals and
projects, Payment the annual subscription fee for magazines and Payment to buy books at
international fairs.

16.Social Media and Contact us
Email: support@recoins.io
Gmail: recoin2021@gmail.com
Telegram Channel: http://T.me/RECOINS_IO
Telegram Group: http://T.me/RECOIN_IO
Twitter: https://twitter.com/recoins_io
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/recoins.io
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/Repaysystem
Medium: https://medium.com/@RECOINS.IO
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/rpay.systm
Website: https://www.recoins.io
Git Hub: https://github.com/repaysystem
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